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Magnificent Women and Their Flying 
Machines - Activity Plan 

Background Information 
The Women's Engineering Society (WES) has been in 

existence since 1919 when it was formed by the 

pioneering women who were involved in engineering 

activities during the First World War such as aircraft 

wing building and munitions work, and in 2014 WES is 

celebrating its 95th year. 2014 also marks the 

anniversary of the start of World War 1 in 1914, and it is 

the combination of these events that we would like to 

commemorate with an activity that celebrates the 

important work that was done by women all those years 

ago, and how it has made an impact on the world we live in today. We would like to use this 

activity to focus on how women's roles in the field have evolved in the past 100 years, showing 

where we are today. 

The Project 
This outreach activity, aimed at girls or mixed groups of students between the ages of 11 and 13, 

has three parts: 

 Part 1: STIXX Aircraft Wing Replica Building 

 Part 2: Historical Look at prominent women in aerospace and aviation over the past 100 years 

 Part 3: Talk by practicing woman engineer and some accompanying careers information  

The three parts can be carried out together in a single day, over the period of a number of weeks 

at an after school club, for example (with part two taking 2 or 3 sessions), or separately as 

individual and independent activities. 
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Part 1: Stixx Wing Building Activity 
This is a hands-on activity based on photographs showing the build of aircraft wings at the Garlick 

factory in Chelsea in 1914, where the students replicate the activity using STIXX structures (rolled 

up newspapers) to produce wing ribs which can be joined together (and covered by tissue paper if 

time allows)  to produce a wing structure. Three Stixx machines are recommended for a class of 30 

children (fewer machines may require some additional Stixx will need to be produced in advance 

of the activity). 

Time Taken: 2 hours recommended, although one hour is sufficient for a shortened version 

What you will need 

 Stixx machine (one machine between 10 students is recommended)  

 Table clamps to secure the Stixx machines (one per machine) 

 Work table (covered with a cloth preferably, although no staining by the glue occurs) 

 Floor space 

 Newspaper - tabloid size - like the Metro (5 newspapers per student, staples removed) 

 Cable Ties (25 cm, white) 

 Cable tie tensioner x 1 per group 

 Glue 

 Pots to contain the glue 

 Paint brush (one per glue pot) - 3cm wide approximately 

 Stixx cutter (for adult use only) 

 Diagonal cutter (for removing cable ties from fingers in an emergency) 

 Scissors 

 Paper and pencils to allow drawings to be made 

 Laminated photographs showing women in the factories (see Appendix I) 

 Tissue paper (optional) for covering the structure (white or a colour) 

 RAF Roundell for possible decoration (printed out)  

 Hair ties to keep girls' long hair out of machine! 

 Accompanying Magnificent Women PowerPoint Presentation  

A short introduction to the activity (which can be based on the accompanying PowerPoint 

presentation) will set the scene and explain the activity, and a demonstration of the production of 

the Stixx and tightening of the cable ties will allow them to understand the practicalities of the 

activity. Individual responsibilities can be suggested to members of the group if necessary, but 

where students know one another well this may not be necessary. Roles including Team Leader, 

Chief Designer, Stixx makers, airframe assembly team and team liaison officer are suggested as 

roles, and students can rotate so that everybody gets chance to have a go at making the Stixx. 

Aircraft designs can be chosen in advance of the activity and groups asked to replicate a particular 

design, or they can be given the independence to come up with a design of their choice based on 

the photographs in the Appendix. If the wing ribs made by different teams are to be joined 
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together to form a longer wing, the groups will need to ensure that they are working on the same 

design. 

Builds on Part 1 
This activity can be extended to look at different types of wing design, the physics of flight, or the 

incorporation of art work onto the wing fabric (traditionally parachute fabric). 

The wing designs can be modelled before the use of the Stixx (in a classroom session, for example) 

by using wooden coffee stirrers so that the designs are finalised in advance of the hands on 

activity. 

Groups can be judged on their final design (if appropriate) according to the wing design itself, the 

neatness of the construction, the consistency of the design, the strength and integrity of the 

structure, the teamwork that they have shown in producing the wing, or the number of ribs they 

have managed to produce.   

Links to further information 
There are many online links to choose from to supplement this activity, for example: 

 Physics of flight: www.lcse.umn.edu/~bruff/bernoulli.html 

 History of flight: http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/210191/history-of-flight 

 Development of wing design: http://www.aeronautics.nasa.gov/pdf/wing_design_k-12.pdf 

 What Did World War 1 Really Do for Women? http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z9bf9j6 
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Part 2 Historical Overview 
Part two of the activity is based on a look back in history at EITHER some prominent women who 

have worked in aviation or aerospace engineering over the 100 year period since the First World 

War, OR the evolution of flight or wing design over the 100 year period since the First World War. 

(Different activities may be more suitable to groups of girls, mixed groups or groups of boys 

depending on what you want the focus of the activity to be). 

Time Taken: 2-4 hours 

Prominent Women in Aviation/Aerospace 
A series of resource sheets entitled Magnificent Women is available from the WES website at 

www.wes.org.uk/magnificentwomen, and this resource will be expanded over the coming year. 

Depending on the age and competencies of the students chosen for the activity, the students can 

be split into groups and: 

 given the relevant resource sheet (from the WES website 

www.wes.org.uk/magnificentwomen) and asked to study one of the 'Magnificent Women' per 

group (using the resource sheet as a starting point, and with access to the internet), and then 

report back at the end of the session on what they have found, or 

 given some suggestions of prominent women and asked to do their own research on the 

particular person, and asked to create their own resource sheet, come up with a role play to 

depict the life and achievements of the woman they have chosen, or asked to think about 

what life would have been like and the challenges that would have been faced by a woman in 

that period, or 

 asked to take a particular period of history, and draw a picture (metaphorically) of the age, and 

of the events that shaped it, in relation to history, the war, aircraft/aerospace inventions, or 

the prominent engineers of the time, or 

 another activity chosen to represent the competencies and interests of the students involved 

The Evolution of Wing Design/Flight 
This is an alternative to the research on magnificent women. This activity has not been scoped 

here, but many links to other resources can be found online for: 

 Evolution of wing design 

 Physics of flight 

 History of flight 

 Development of wing design 

 Suffrage movement 

Builds on Part 2 
This activity can be extended to be cross curricular to combine the history of World War One 

including the rise of the suffrage movement (History), the structural aspects of creating and 

building authentic wing structures (DT), a science aspect relating to wing design and flight 

mechanics (Physics). 
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Wing Folding Activity 
As an extra part to this activity, a competition to see who can get a folded paper plane as far as 

possible along a runway can be a fun and informative way to finish this part of the activity. Some 

wing designs are found here www.funpaperairplanes.com/ or here 

www.paperairplanes.co.uk/planes.php.  Or for an extended version of this activity see the 

excellent resources put together as part of the EU funded 'Engineer' project. 

Part 3 
This final part brings the activity into the present day by inviting in a practicing (woman) aerospace 

/ aeronautical engineer to talk about her career, along with some accompanying information 

relating to careers in engineering. The aim of this is to: 

 introduce engineering as an exciting career choice for female students, and to raise career 

aspirations 

 allow the students to ask questions of a role model engineer 

 form links between the school and the company that the engineer works for, which can be 

sustained and exploited into the future 

When briefing a visiting speaker, ensure that they are aware of: 

 the age of the students they will be talking to 

 an idea of the content you wish them to cover, and whether you are asking them to give a 

technical presentation, or talk about their own career path 

 whether there is any opportunity for them to carry out demonstrations or bring in hardware to 

pass round 

 the length of time you wish them to speak for 

 the amount of time to leave for questions and answers 

Time Taken: 1-2 hours 

It is recommended that the engineer invited in is from a local engineering company where possible 

so that links can be established and maintained, and possible further activities can be arranged, 

such as visits. Engineers can be contacted through the STEM Ambassadors scheme 

(www.stemnet.org.uk), Inspiring the Future (www.inspiringthefuture.org) or the WES Register of 

Women Engineers (www.wes.org.uk/register).  

Further information on finding and briefing your speaker is available in Appendix III. 

Links to engineering careers information can be found at www.wes.org.uk/careers   

Good luck with this activity. If you do deliver any part of it please could you notify 

WES at office@wes.org.uk so that we can monitor uptake. 

This activity was supported by a Centennial grant from the Royal Aeronautical Society 

and an Ingenious Grant from the Royal Academy of Engineering. 

http://www.funpaperairplanes.com/
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Appendix 1 - Photographic Resources 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

These photographs from the London Metropolitan Archive of the Garlick factory in Chelsea are 

available for use with this activity. Higher resolution versions can be obtained from the Women's 

Engineering Society by contacting office@wes.org.uk.  
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Appendix II - Magnificent Women 1914-2014 
Resource sheets on the following women – amongst others - will be available from the WES 

website www.wes.org.uk/magnificentwomen, but further details on these and other women can 

be found online. 

 Hertha Ayrton 

 Dorothee Pullinger 

 Amelia Earhart 

 Caroline Haslett 

 Claudia Parsons 

 Verena Holmes 

 Jacqueline Cochran 

 Amy Johnson 

 Anne Burns 

 Tilly Shilling 

 Valentina Tereshkova 

 Mary Sherman Morgan 

 Helen Sharman 

 Bonnie Dunbar 

 Pam Liversidge 

 Julia King 
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Appendix III: Find a Woman Engineer to Speak  
In Part 3 of the activity we recommend you invite a woman engineer to speak about her career.  

Women engineers are great role models to invite along to explain to students what they do, dispel 

some of the myths about engineering, and offer an opportunity for students to find out more 

details about the everyday work of engineers, and highlight the different disciplines of 

engineering. Ideally you would use the person you invite in to speak to help deliver parts one and 

two of the Magnificent Women activity. 

Please consider the following points when briefing your speaker: 

 Make sure you are clear about what you are asking them to talk about (for example, they 
might talk through 'an average day', explain what education route they took, or what advice 
would they give young people hoping to get into the field now) 

 Tell them how long they have to speak 

 Ask for a summary of their work in advance so that you are sure this is relevant to your 

students 

 Inform the speaker of the age range and number of students, and the format of the 

engagement 

 Encourage them to bring in other resources where possible (e.g. exhibits) to enhance their talk 

and promote discussion 

 Help the students with ideas of questions to ask 

 Publicise the talk to students, and also parents if appropriate 

Don’t forget that it is not always necessary to stick to a formal ‘lecture’ format, but other more 

innovative solutions also work well, such as inviting an individual speaker or local engineering 

company to have a stand at a careers day, or in the foyer of a parents’ evening, at a speed careers 

event, or to become an individual mentor to a particular student. 

 WES Register of Women Engineers www.wes.org.uk/register  
WES has put together a register of women engineers who have volunteered to speak at local 

schools, which can be requested from info@wes.org.uk  

 Inspiring the Future www.inspiringthefuture.org  

Inspiring the Future is a free, easy to use service for recruiting volunteers 

from all professions, jobs and sectors to give your students first-hand career insights. Teachers 

select volunteers in their Local Authority area from a menu of job profiles then message them 

directly. English state secondary schools and FE colleges can register to get involved.Inspiring 

the Future is supported by all the main UK teaching unions and headteachers’ 

associations. 

 STEM Ambassadors http://www.stemnet.org.uk/ambassadors/  
STEM Ambassadors use their enthusiasm and commitment to encourage young people to 

enjoy STEM subjects. They open the doors to a world of opportunities and possibilities which 

come from pursuing STEM subjects and careers. STEM Ambassadors not only inspire young 

people, they also support teachers in the classroom by explaining current applications of STEM 

http://www.wes.org.uk/register
mailto:info@wes.org.uk
http://www.inspiringthefuture.org/
http://www.stemnet.org.uk/ambassadors/
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in industry or research. STEM Ambassadors contribute to their local community and at the 

same time boost their own professional skills, experience and confidence.  

 Hersay http://www.hersay.co.uk/  
The UK’s leading media resource centre for female experts. 
 

If you can’t find a woman to attend your event in person, then consider using some of the online 

role models at www.wes.org.uk/shesanengineer, http://www.wisecampaign.org.uk/women/role-

models, and through the Professional Engineering Institutions http://www.wes.org.uk/peis.  

 

  

http://www.hersay.co.uk/
http://www.wes.org.uk/shesanengineer
http://www.wisecampaign.org.uk/women/role-models
http://www.wisecampaign.org.uk/women/role-models
http://www.wes.org.uk/peis
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Appendix IV: Example of Activity Delivery 
Engineering in the Archives, Friday 14th March 2014, London Metropolitan Archive 

On Friday 14 March WES delivered Part One of the ‘Magnificent Women' outreach project to 60 pupils from 
3 schools in London, as part of the National Science and Engineering Week activity 'Engineering in the 
Archives' at the London Metropolitan Archive. The activity produced 6 very different aircraft wing 
structures, all excellently made according to designs produced by the groups of 10 students. Their designs 
can be seen below. 

 

 


